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9 Cloud Data Protection Trends In 2023

With its cost-effectiveness, scalability, and accessibility, the cloud has completely
changed how businesses store and access their data. Effective data protection is now

more important than ever as businesses use cloud services more frequently. OnQloud
has listed the top cloud data protection trends for 2023 as follows:

1. Increased Focus on Encryption: For businesses trying to protect their data in

the cloud, encryption will remain a primary focus. It is anticipated that onQloud
would provide more sophisticated encryption options to guarantee that data is

safeguarded even in the case of a data breach.
2. Adoption of many clouds: To lower the risk of data loss and boost resilience,

businesses are attempting to distribute their data among a number of cloud
service providers. It is anticipated that onQloud would offer products that support

multi-cloud data protection, making it simpler for businesses to manage and
secure their data across various cloud environments.

3. Threat detection with artificial intelligence: Real-time threat detection and
prevention using artificial intelligence will be crucial for cloud data protection.

OnQloud is probably going to use AI to help its clients keep ahead of new
security threats by offering improved threat protection.

4. Compliance-as-a-Service: Regulations like the GDPR and HIPAA have made
the compliance landscape for businesses difficult. Compliance-as-a-Service

OnQloud is anticipated to provide solutions for compliance-as-a-service, making
it simpler for businesses to adhere to data protection laws.

5. Integration with Edge Computing: Edge computing, which offers real-time data
processing at the network's edge, is quickly gaining popularity. OnQloud is

anticipated to integrate edge computing with its data security solutions, making it
simpler for businesses to protect their data as it is processed at the edge.

6 Focus on Zero Trust Security: Due to its underlying premise that all users and



6. Focus on Zero Trust Security: Due to its underlying premise that all users and
devices, both inside and outside of the network, are potentially malevolent, the

Zero Trust security paradigm is growing in popularity. It is anticipated that Qloud
will include this security model into its cloud data protection products, assisting

businesses in protecting their data from online attacks.
7. Expansion of Data Backup and Recovery Solutions: Organizations must be

able to retrieve their data in the case of a disaster, therefore data backup and
recovery is a crucial part of cloud data protection. In 2023, Qloud is probably

going to increase the scope of its data backup and recovery offerings, making it
simpler for businesses to restore their data fast and effectively.

8. User-friendly Security Dashboards: Organizations are increasingly relying on
security dashboards to manage and track their cloud data protection. It is

anticipated that onQloud will provide intuitive security dashboards, making it
simpler for enterprises to monitor their security posture and react rapidly to any

threats.
9. Organizations are recognizing the value of employee education in the battle

against cyber threats and are implementing cybersecurity awareness training.
Customers of onQloud may expect to receive cybersecurity awareness training

from the company, assisting them in developing a security-conscious culture
inside their businesses.

We can't wait to show how it will works. 
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